
This chart is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative of any actual 
investment. The illustration excludes the effects of taxes and brokerage 
commissions and other expenses incurred when investing. Investors 
cannot invest directly in an index. The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged 
index of 500 companies used to measure large-cap U.S. stock market 
performance. The S&P MidCap 400 Index is a capitalization-weighted 
index that tracks the mid-range sector of the U.S. stock market. The S&P 
SmallCap 600 Index is a capitalization-weighted index that tracks U.S. 
stocks with a small market capitalization. The S&P 500 Equal Weighted 
Index is the equal-weight version of the S&P 500 Index. The 11 major 
sector indices are capitalization-weighted and comprised of S&P 500, 
S&P MidCap 400 and S&P SmallCap 600 constituents representing a 
specific sector.
The information presented is not intended to constitute an investment 
recommendation for, or advice to, any specific person. By providing 
this information, First Trust is not undertaking to give advice in any 
fiduciary capacity within the meaning of ERISA, the Internal Revenue 
Code or any other regulatory framework. Financial professionals are 
responsible for evaluating investment risks independently and for 
exercising independent judgment in determining whether investments 
are appropriate for their clients.

View from the Observation Deck
Today’s charts are intended to give investors a visual perspective on where equity analysts think earnings are 
headed. The charts cover the quarterly earnings per share (EPS) for 2023 and Bloomberg’s quarterly estimated EPS 
for 2024. For comparison, we included results and estimates from the S&P 500 Index (“LargeCap Index”), the S&P 
MidCap 400 Index (“MidCap Index”) and the S&P SmallCap 600 Index (“SmallCap Index”).

As revealed in today’s charts, the EPS of each index we tracked contracted slightly in Q2’23 before 
rebounding in Q3’23. Notably, the SmallCap Index was the only one of the three indices with a lower 
EPS in Q4’23 compared to Q1’23.

Looking ahead, earnings estimates for each of the three indices reflect strength, in our opinion.

While it is true that EPS estimates for Q1’24 reflect a decline in year-over-year earnings for the MidCap and SmallCap 
Indices, the longer-term outlook is incredibly favorable. In Q4’24, the LargeCap, MidCap, and SmallCap Indices are 
all estimated to notch their highest quarterly earnings of the data series.

Yearly EPS estimates for each of the Indices for the 2024 and 2025 calendar years and their respective 
totals are as follows (not in the charts): S&P 500 Index ($243.37 and $273.46); S&P MidCap 400 Index 
($185.43 and $212.68); S&P SmallCap 600 Index ($91.40 and $105.58). 

Annual EPS for the LargeCap Index are estimated to increase to record-highs in 2024 and 2025 consecutively. The 
EPS for the MidCap and SmallCap Indices are expected to increase to their record highs in 2025.

Major U.S. Equity Index Earnings + Estimates (Quarterly)

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 3/22/24. *Represents consensus estimates for each index constituent.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Takeaway
In our February post on earnings and revenue growth (click here to view it), we voiced our opinion that 
the recent surge in the S&P 500 Index can be attributed, in part, to expected earnings growth for the 
companies that comprise the index. For today’s publication, we wanted to provide an alternative look 
at the data that informs this thought process, as well as an extended view into the mid and small-
cap segments of the market. We believe that corporate earnings drive the direction of stock prices 
over time, especially when the major indices are trading at or near record highs. As the data shows, 
EPS are expected to trend higher across each of these indices over the next several quarters, with full 
year estimates reaching record-highs for each index in 2025. As always, these are estimates and could 
change. That said, we trust today’s post provides a unique perspective on what we view as a major 
catalyst of the recent surge in equity valuations.
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Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 3/22/24. *Represents consensus estimates for each index constituent. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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